Reilly Quinlan - 3rd Tec Advisor

Tom Selleck’s
got Nothing on
Late Autumn: the magical time of year when the
leaves begin to change colour and fall from the trees, the
sun begins to set earlier and earlier, and they stop selling
Asian Pears in the dining hall. This is a time that marks
the transition from Vancouver‘s rainy season to its monsoon season. However, the most important and, arguably,
the most epic part of late Autumn is Movember.
Movember is the one month of the year that men truly
adore and women passionately despise. Why? Because it
is the month of the moustache. Movember law states
that no man, boy, or otherwise human male, be allowed
to shave his moustache in the month of November. The
interesting thing about facial hair is that guys LOVE facial
hair. They love having facial hair, they love being able to
grow facial hair, they love seeing guys that are able to
grow facial hair. On the flip side, women LOATHE facial
hair. They hate the way it feels on their face, they hate
the way it looks, and the facial hair that the average
woman hates the most is the moustache.

Certain individuals claim that Movember is a charity event
intended to raise money and awareness for prostate cancer. Apparently it‘s been going on since 1999; however, in
reality, it‘s just an excuse that guys use on their girlfriends in order to be allowed to not shave for a month.
(Editor‘s Note: Movember is actually a charity event—
check it out online or around Vanier this month! ) The
single guys typically accept the fact that, for the duration
of Movember, they will remain single; a worthy sacrifice
for raising moustache awareness. Gentlemen, put down
those razors; ladies, put away those moustache prejudices. Movember is a-comin‘ and I‘m ready to start looking like Daniel Day Lewis. (Like in ―There Will Be
Blood‖... anyone?)

This is a gross generalization of course, but it is not so
far from truth. Did you know that 98.3% of women dislike or ―ardently dislike‖ moustaches (did you also know
that 57.4% of facts are made up on the spot). Certainly,
there may be a select few males who are not so fond of
the moustache. Perhaps these ―moustache haters‖ do not
fully understand the moustache. Moustaches are a sign
of power; fact. Think back historically to men with moustaches: Joseph Stalin: moustache. Magnum P.I.: moustache. Hulk Hogan: moustache. Lando Calrissian: moustache. Super Mario: moustache. The list goes on.
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With the Vancouver 2010 Olympics over, and the buzz around
the Canucks back in full flight, it seems fitting that another exciting prospect of great sport is getting ready to take on the City of Vancouver. The
Vancouver Area is set to receive its first MLS futbol team and in joining
the league it will become one of only two Canadian teams represented.
Along with the Toronto FC, the Vancouver Whitecaps--who are
set to be an expansion team in the 2011/2012 seasons-- would play exciting fixtures against teams from all around the states. The MLS is a
growing league and has seen some exciting names joining the major
teams, such as the LA Galaxy who boast some names like Landon Donovan and David Beckham, and The New York Red Bulls who picked up an
over the hill Thierry Henry. With the MLS looking like a new destination
for old stars, how good can the play of futbol really be? Sure the names
are attracting a lot of media, and it could be argued that they raise attendance. I mean, since Beckham moved to the Galaxy 11,000 season
tickets sold, and the entire company saw an increase in revenue worldwide.
The Whitecaps joining the MLS looks like an exciting prospective
especially in a city like Vancouver with such diversity and love for the
game, the Whitecaps could be the new craze. It just makes you think:
what old futbol star are we going to see walking around Vancouver in
the next couple of years? Perhaps part owner Steve Nash, who is an
avid soccer player, will make a couple appearances providing his Suns
career goes flat. The possibilities are endless, and as the countdown to
opening day has begun so has the countdown to a new team Vancouverites can get behind and make into a household name. If Toronto is
any example they have already sold out all home games and have a
14,000 person waiting list for season tickets. So the question is: are you
going to be part of the Whitecaps inaugural season?
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Homophobic
Bullying

Rest In Peace
Tyler
Clementi

Let’s Make it...
By Rebecca Montgomery

to Tyler Clementi, Justin Aaberg, RayHow often do you hear the term 'That's mond Chase, Asher Brown, and Billy
so gay' or 'You're such a fag'? Often Lucas, as well as all the other unknown
people who say those things do it out of lives lost in futility to intolerance.
habit, without thinking. Key words:
Those who are perceived to be gay,
without thinking.
Equity club, which includes many UBC or are just different, are often bullied
students from Place Vanier, is creating and harassed. It is not anyone's respona Day of Silence. On this day we and sibility to make someone feel inferior.
many others will be silent for the entire Let us have our environment be a safe
day to honour 6 homosexual young place for people to learn, grow, and find
men and women who, out of lonely out who they are and who they want to
desperation and ostracization, commit- be, all without having to hide who they
ted suicide due to homophobic abuse are. So the next time you say or hear
from their family members and from someone say 'That's so gay', stop the
people at their schools. Equity club situation. Or even take it a step further
mourns this useless loss and says: RIP and try to say something positive.

By Harrison Habke
Equity is the Vanier Residence committee that is dedicated to creating a residence environment that is more accepting and accommodating to all people of
any sexual orientation, race, religion or
disability. Equity‘s activities are hardly
limited to affecting only these groups.
Past Highlights:

Equity

Raymond
Chase

Asher
Brown

For the month of November,
Equity is:

In October, Equity ran a movie night/ - Doing a vow of silence in memoriam
discussion group screening of the Lara- of the four teenagers that killed themselves due to homophobic bullying in
mie Project.
September.
These are just a few of the pro- - Running Sex with your Advisors, an
grams that Equity runs, and if any- event dedicated to raising awareness of
one wants to know more, the sexual issues in residence
meetings are every Monday be- - Running the White Ribbon Campaign,
tween 6:30 and 7:30 pm in the Up- which is men against violence against
women.
per Atrium.
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Justin
Aaberg
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Billy
Lucas

Looking Back
@ October
My First Thanksgiving

VANIER STORMS JERICHO

By Fran Roberts

Tegan Stusiak, The Point—UBC REC

Many residents of Vanier spent Thanksgiving
at home with friends or with family. For a group of
approximately thirty students, the majority from Tec,
there was a special Thanksgiving meal in the Vanier
Ballroom.
The meal was prepared by residents of Vanier
in three kitchens and included turkey, the usual trimmings, and vegetarian lasagne. For those residents
who had never celebrated Thanksgiving before, it was
something of a surprise to have marshmallows on
sweet potato and cranberry sauce on mash! I have to
admit, they were both delicious ideas which I‘ll be trying to recreate back in the UK.
It was great to see so many
people working together to give
―It was something us a great holiday meal and it
was a really good opportunity
of a surprise to
have marshmal- to get to know people that
lows on sweet po- you‘d seen around Vanier but
tato and cranberry had never gotten a chance to
sauce on mash!‖ speak to. It reminded me of
Christmas but with more people
and less fighting over who was
going to do the washing up! During the meal, Queen
was being played in the background and people often
stopped mid-conversation or mid-mouthful to start
trying to out-falsetto Freddie Mercury or summon the
spirit of Brian May with their air guitar skills.
Even clearing up after the meal was fun with
various residents performing karaoke! Thankfully, a lot
of the washing up had been done whilst the food was
being prepared as there were limited utensils available.
Despite some of the negative connotations of
this holiday, for future reference, I think Thanksgiving
should be viewed as a time for having fun with those
closest to you. I, for one, am thankful for the friends
I spent it with this year.

Above: Team ―Mawds Bods and Long Rods‖, winner
of the all-male category of the Story Lett division.
Day of the Longboat saw several Vanier teams on October
3rd and 4th come out and show us what they‘re made of,
winning two out of three of the Story Lett division titles on
Sunday! Team ―Mawds Bods and Long Rods‖ destroyed the
male competition by half a minute with an impressive time
of 11:56! Although there were only two teams in their final,
team ―OK Ladies‖ came out on top finishing with a time of
14:37. What exactly were Vanierʼs strategies for winning?
―Sherwood Gets to 1st Base‖, although they missed their
second heat, explained that they put the guys in the back,
and the girls in the front. They started out hard, pulled off a
bit in the middle, thrusted into their opponents with vigor,
burst out of the boat, and then, finally, plowed the beach as
they raced to hit the drum. ―Tec 3‖ employed a different
strategy. They chose the more relaxed route of showing up,
but having a ―half-ass training session‖. For the day of, they
simply ―winged it‖. ―Double Rainbow‖ from KU just wanted
to finish and beat the ―Heartbreakers‖, a feat that they accomplished by over a minute! Their strategy was a simple
one - paddle harder and faster than the competition.
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Your Week Just
Got WAY More
InteREZting
By Chloe Tarbet, 4th Ross Advisor
So you‘ve settled into residence by now. Are you already
bored of the same routine? Set aside an hour a day to try
something new. Here are some fresh new ideas.

Monday
So you had a crazy weekend hey? Time to get off your butt and
start moving. Go for a run to Spanish Banks. The view is amazing the whole way there and it‘s an awesome 30-40 minute run
that‘ll get you on that runner‘s high. Warning: the run TO Spanish Banks is super nice because it‘s all downhill but get ready
because the hike back to Vanier will really get your legs burning.

Tuesday

Wednesday

So, um, those midterms…yeahhh. If you didn‘t do so well
on your midterms, here is an awesome new studying tool
for you so you can kill it on your finals. Check out http://
christian-kienle.de/Ebbinghaus/. I promise it‘s not a
virus. This is an application called Ebbinghaus. You can
download it onto your computer and it acts like flashcards.
So instead of handwriting your own flashcards, you can
make your own on the computer. Ebbinghaus will then
―show‖ you your card and, after you type your answer,
Ebbinghaus will tell you if you got it right or wrong. It‘ll
even keep track of your performance so you know which
flashcards you need to spend more time focusing on. Crazy
right? It‘s the coolest thing. Definitely check it out!

Even though we have one of the best residence-based cafeterias in all of Canada, it‘s always fun to make your own food.
However, living in Vanier can make it pretty tough to cook your
own food. But did you know that there are so many awesome
things you can cook using a microwave? Go onto
www.foodgawker.com and search ―microwave‖. You will find
recipes on how to make things like clam chowder, chocolate
cake, potato chips, and granola by using just a microwave!
AMAZING!

Thursday

Friday

Ever wanted to try something really cool? Try barefoot
running! Seriously. Free your feet and run with the Barefoot Running Club, which meets every Tuesday and Thursday night at the Thunderbird track. Brett, a resident in
Mack house, created the club this year and has had awesome success. He is an expert and he will teach you how
to properly run without killing your knees. Search ―UBC
Barefoot‖ on Facebook and join to find out what times
the club will be having their runs!

More food tips! Every Friday in the basement of the SUB, you
can get a free lunch at Sprouts. Their Community Eats lunches
are cooked using food that would have otherwise been wasted
and thrown out because of bruises, imperfections, or broken
packaging. Volunteers at Sprouts turn this food into tasty,
hearty meals for you to enjoy on your Friday lunch. So try out
the free lunch at Sprouts in the SUB basement on Fridays from
11:30 am – 1:30 pm. Note: you need to bring your own Tupperware!

Saturday

Sunday

For those of you who haven‘t played yet, Vanier Ultimate is
seriously one of the best things about living in Vanier!
Wake up to awesome music, put on your house colors, and
come play ultimate Frisbee! It‘s a really easy and simple
game to learn and it‘s also a crazy cardio workout. If you
want to learn to develop some skills, come to the Ultimate
clinics at 5 pm on Mondays and Thursdays. Show your
house pride and help your house win the Vanier Ultimate
Championships!

You‘re a student on a student budget so it doesn‘t really make
sense to shop at Pacific Centre every weekend. However, you
can still shop every weekend! The other week, my friend introduced me to the wonderful world of thrift store shopping. It is
actually amazing. You can find crazy good things for so cheap. I
bought a skirt (which is my new favorite) and a jacket for a
grand total of $12. There are thrift stores both at the Alma and
Macdonald stop on the 99 B-Line. Check it out! Your life (and
budget) will be transformed, guaranteed.
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It’s Not

By Leslie
Thomson

Rearrange your room:
Is your desk blocking the light from coming through the window? Does your dresser hinder your ability to open your
closet door entirely? Could you use more floor space or less of a leap up onto your bed? Unless you are a professional interior designer, chances are you didn't get everything right the first time. Good news! It's not too late! Sure
it seems overwhelming to raise or lower your bed, haul your desk across the room, and shuffle around those posters,
but it is worth it. You have 6 more months of living in that room, so make sure it's perfect. TIP: Make it a party (blast
music & get a friend)

Change Your Note-Taking Style:
Computer à Paper or Paper à Computer.

Join a Committee:
Just because committees have already started planning or put on events, does not mean you can't join. Committees
are a great way to be involved in Vanier and meet friends outside of your house and classes. Every committee in
Vanier is happy to welcome new members at any point in the year. So stop by and check it out.
A-Team: 7:00pm on Mondays
Equity: 6:30p, on Mondays
Health & Wellness: 7:15 on Mondays
Global Citizenship: 7:00pm every other Thursday
Vanier Vibe: 6:30pm every other Thursday
Sustainability: 6:00pm Tuesdays in Mawdsley 101

Make New Friends:
You may think that you have a good little crew on your floor--and that is awesome-- but there are also really cool
people living on the floor below you, sitting in your row in class, in committees, and hanging out at house/Vanier
events. Smile, introduce yourself, and voila! The next step is to make sure you keep in contact with that person.
Make it a personal challenge to talk to that person once a day for the next three days. You may have made a lifelong friend! Who knows?!
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By Alyssa Dalton,
2nd Mawdsley Advisor
When you move into residence in September, the first few months go by in a blur of figuring out where you‘re going, what you‘re doing, and when/how/with whom things are going to happen. It‘s the first time for most of you to
be living away from home, and there are a lot of things to get in order. By this point though, we‘ve all pretty much
settled in and have our daily schedules down pat. However, some people may have become a little too relaxed in
their (very public) surroundings...
Signs You’re Too Comfortable In Rez:
1) Your floor is woken up daily with your early-morning renditions of (insert 90s boy band here) being belted
out from the shower stall
2) It doesn‘t bother you to walk to the Commonsblock in your towel when you‘ve forgotten to take your keys
to the shower
3) You don‘t even worry about flashing the rest of Vanier because it‘s too much work to close your blinds
when changing
4) You accidentally lock yourself IN your room... but realize you feel no real
need to get out any time soon
5) You spend more time throughout the day napping in the house lounges,
the Commonsblock, and other residents‘ rooms more than time spent
sleeping in your own bed at night
6) When it‘s time to go grocery shopping, you head to Hubbard‘s. You feel
no true need for proper footwear, no matter the weather – slippers and
flip flops will do nicely
7) Your neighbours become your best friends, your nurses, your psychologists, and your alarm clock
8) When you forget to bring your towel to the shower, you‘d rather make a
mad dash naked back to your room than try and put your clothes on
9) The constant burnt popcorn stench emanating from the lounge is no
longer bothersome; it reminds you that you‘re home
10) ―Dressing up‖ consists of putting anything on besides sweatpants and
hoodies
11) The bathroom sink is where you clean your dishes because it‘s closer to
your room than the floor lounge
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The Actual Life of a
Residence Advisor
By Rene Rinfret, 1st Mackenzie Advisor
From an outer perspective, it may appear that the
life of a Residence Advisor seems repetitive and somewhat
tedious, as you have to do rounds of Vanier, shut down
parties when they are out of control, and report people for
misconduct or poor behaviour when needed. At least, that
was my impression of Residence Advisors when undergoing
my first year of university here at UBC. However, I realized
that it only seemed that way because the RAs I interacted
with then would always tell me how they didn‘t look forward to doing rounds, or I‘d always only interact with them
when in the Vanier Commonsblock, and so assumed that
they had no social life at all. Although it took me a year to
figure out, there is no shame in saying it: I was mistaken.
This year, I switched sides. Yes, I became one of
them. I got to witness firsthand what it was like to be an
RA. More importantly to you, I‘ll gladly fill you in on some
secrets. Residence Advisors only do duty rounds about 1-3
times per month depending on your shifts, and often they
are in costumes with their rounds partner. If you saw me
walk around Vanier in a ski outfit, then you know what I‘m
talking about! What else do you want to know? Three
nights a week, we get to go out and have our own fun! But

the best part about being an RA? Residents don‘t realize
that we need them just as much as they need us: for me,
there is no price on the feeling I get of coming back from a
hard day of studying, and seeing my Mack residents in our
main lounge all relaxing and
talking about their day. I join
the circle, and listen to funny
stories, girl talk, etc. You
gotta love the Mack Shack!
Put simply, being an
RA does require work, organization and more responsibilities here and there, but
all the little benefits obtained
(which often residents don‘t
notice) make all RAs ask
themselves the same question: ―You mean I get paid
for doing this? No way!‖
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Vanier RAISES DOUBLE th
By Caitlin McKewan, Okanagan
Spirits were high and the music was pumping in
the Place Vanier Ballroom on the night of October 26,
where Buy an Advisor, an auction to benefit the United
Way, was held. The fundraiser featured a total of 41
groups of advisors and PVRA members who offered their
services to the highest bidder. These services ranged
from personal chariot for a day to hula and yoga lessons
to breakfast in bed on a weekend. After about an hour
of competitive bidding and out-bidding, the advisors
raised a total of $3,150.

Cate Morrison, Place Vanier‘s Residence Life
Manager, worked with third-year and participating advisor Alex Reid on the fundraiser. ―It was heart warming
to see the response,‖ Morrison said. ―Success of the
event can be attributed to the passionate effort of those
being auctioned and the generous hearts of those who
bid.‖
According to Morrison, over 90 students combined in Totem Park and Place Vanier volunteered to be
auctioned off to residents. The event has been held on
and off for at least 12 years, and raised around $650 last
year.

TOP 5 ADVISORS

$300
Name: Jason Mastalir
Mackenzie 3 and 4 R.A.
rd

th

He Will: Offer 24 full hours of Jason Time. This could include
cooking, baking, massages, swimming lessons, laundry, or song
and dance routine.

$280
NAME: Cate Morrison
Residence Life Manager
She Will: Serve you and five of your friends a
three course meal at her apartment.
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he AUCTION GOAL: $3150!
Name: Stacy Bonin and Chloe
Tarbot

$170

KU and Ross R.A.s

They Will: Take you on a double date!
WHHHHAAATTT. Too good. Don’t miss out on the
chance for a double date with these lovely ladies! So
Much Good Looking!

$150
Name: Kelli Armstrong
Mawdsley 4th R.A.
She Will: Give you the most relaxing massage you’ve ever had.
Allow yourself to fall asleep from relaxation while Kelli releases the stress out of your world. She will also make you
yummy baked goods – too good to pass up.

Name: Alex Reid
Hamber 2 and 3 R.A.
nd

rd

$130

She Will: Give you the perfect after dinner fun time.
Make you dessert, play games, give you a massage,
read you a bedtime story, and maybe even recite you
a special poem written just for you! The night would
end when she tucks you into bed so you dream of
sugarplum fairies.
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The guns fell silent
By: Amanda Brost

also to acknowledge the soldiers that
still fight today.

On the eleventh hour, of the eleventh
day of the eleventh month, the guns
fell silent. Perhaps not everyone
knows that in Canada,
November 11 is Remembrance Day. We
honour this time by
having two minutes of
silence at 11 am. Remembrance Day is at
this time because it
was when World War I
ended and there was
finally some peace.

Red poppies are typically worn in the
weeks leading up to Remembrance
Day as these
flowers grew over
the graves of soldiers in Flanders
Field, where none
had previously
grown. Poppies
are sold each year
by the Royal Canadian Legion to
raise money for
needy veterans. Typically, poppies are
We continue to honour this day to not removed after the eleventh as they
are supposed to be placed on the
only acknowledge the soldiers that
graves of soldiers at a memorial.
gave their lives for their country, but

Every year, since the War Memorial
Gym opened in 1951, UBC has held a
ceremony commemorating November
11.
Everyone is invited to attend. The
doors open at 10 am, with the proceedings beginning at 10:50. After
attending last year, I will surely go
again as it was a very rewarding experience.
So remember, November 11 is not
just a day off school and an extra
chance to study for that second midterm; it‘s a time to commemorate the
brave acts of all soldiers from Canada
and around the globe who gave and
continue to give their lives in hope of
a peaceful world.

U.S. wants more Canadian Oil = More wealth for Canada
By: Devin Bissessur,
KU 6th Floor Advisor

On October 19th, Hilary Clinton
spoke to a San Franciscan audience
and stated that the U.S. is widening
the flow of ―dirty Canadian oil from
Canada‖. Canadian oil has always
had the stigma of being ―dirty‖ not
only because of the extensive extraction process, but also the amount of
energy required to refine the oil once
extracted. But, as the Athabascan oil
sands continually increase reserves
and daily discoveries occur in the
Bakken area of Saskatchewan, the
U.S. is viewing Canadian oil as a strategic asset.

Clinton has decided to make this
statement after TransCanada proposed the Keystone XL pipeline to
Hilary Clinton isn‘t known for speech snake from Alberta to Texas, which
gaffes or mistakes; as a matter of
would double the consumption of
fact, she has been voted as one of
Canadian oil by the U.S. Although
the best speakers by a Presidential
congress has not approved the pipeCandidate over the past 30 years.
line yet, they are under severe presNow as acting Secretary of State, she sure as the fight for oil in Afghanistan
has recently opened up about the
and Iraq is proving to be very costly.
controversial oil sands.
The U.S. reliance on oil does not appear to be slowing down and the
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Americans are encouraged even
more to buy our oil first so China
does not stake its claim due to its
rising demand.
So if you are in Gateman‘s Economics
class, here is a simple equation that
will determine the future wealth in
Canada from our increased oil reserves:
Oil demand increases = International inflow of funds to Canada
= Balance of surplus increases =
Rising Canadian dollar vs. U.S.
greenback
As there is a higher inflow of U.S.
funds into our economy, the dollar
rises even more, causing shopping in
Bellingham and Seattle to become
even more attractive.

Run-of-River
projects

to be cleared to make way for transmission lines. Although this process
produces relatively little carbon dioxide, the damage comes in the form of
a loss of carbon dioxide absorption:
By: Ed Robinson
along with the ocean, trees absorb
much of our emitted greenhouse gasAs many of you may know,
ses. Therefore through the destructhe Run-of-River projects are an inition of so many trees, the equivalent
tiative which centre around the use
carbon dioxide levels of a single car
of British Columbia's many rivers to
driving a sickening 72,856,550,000
create hydroelectric power. Marketed
km are left in the atmosphere to aid
as a 'green' solution to the heated
in the warming of our planet. Just to
conquest to find a clean, non-fossilclarify, that's one car driving seventyfuel based power source, the scheme
two billion eight hundred fifty-six milhas been granted over 500 separate
lion five hundred fifty thousand kilolicenses to allow its fruition. Over
meters. And that's only the trees of
8,200 separate sites in the province
one site of over 8,200. Then there
have been identified for the scheme,
are also the environmental impacts of
looking to increase power output to
the heavy construction machinery
supply the ever growing population
itself, plus the planned redirection of
of British Columbia.
rivers (impacting wildlife, especially
fish), and the opening up of the area
However, not all is as clear cut as it
to mining, hunting, and additional
seems, as so often is the case with
Run-of-River projects.
such projects…

ploy some of the local workforce? My
head is shaking.
Socially the costs are also apparent.
In many of the nearby towns, where
jobs would be created, the various
projects have been rejected and protested against—with people valuing
environment over legislature—the will
of such townsfolk can be (and has
been) overridden citing the benefit of
the 'greater good' that the projects
supposedly prioritize.

One of the most worrying areas is
that which surrounds the politics of
the subject. The vast majority of the
sites being handed over for projects
are in fact public land, given by the
various ministers in charge. Once
many of these ministers leave politics, they seem to earn themselves
healthy executive posts in the same
companies who had been the beneficiaries of the aforementioned land
give-aways. To call this corruption
There are also economic effects of
would be bold (and risky), but to call
Although this initiative is being selfsuch a project. Although more energy it unacceptable is only a tame version
classified as a 'green' power option
will be produced with the marketing of the truth.
(and indeed upon its completion it
plan of making it cheaper for conwon't be producing any carbon dioxsumers, in fact the vast majority of
For a province that proudly dubs itide) its installation will be possibly
this energy will be heading southself 'Beautiful British Columbia' there
more environmentally damaging than
wards to the USA--law determines
is very little beautiful about the Run
can justify its initial construction. Althat Canada must sell any 'excess'
of the River project that is being although many of these installations
electricity to its American neighbors. lowed to happen within it. This initiawill be exiguous, many will also be
Oh, and at a cost to the average Ca- tive is environmentally, economically,
large and environmentally damaging.
nadian as electricity costs double, of socially, and politically ugly, and is
One example is the Inlet Knight procourse. Do these costs justify the
aiding in creating a similar such world
ject, where roughly 11,340 km²
creation of jobs in the rural areas
that every graduate should be at
(2,802,175 acres) of trees will need
where the projects will hopefully em- least wary of upon entrance.

Want to be a scribe?
Subscribe to the Vibe!
vaniervibenews@gmail.com
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Superheroes, Diapers,
and Charity....
By Frankie Cena, Tec Advisor

creativity of event, and success of the Facebook page.
SO... PLEASE do two things.
1.

What do these three things have in common? In
a normal everyday setting, not very much, but on Thursday November 4th they will be the perfect combination
for raising funds for BC Children's Hospital. Frankie Cena
(Tec 1st RA) and two past residence dwellers (Ali and
Lauren) will venture across campus looking for your sup- 2.
port. Dressed in diapers and capes, the three Sauder second year students will be hoping that UBC students and
residents will text KIDS2 to 45678 and send $5 to
BC Children's Hospital. Why you may ask... These
three students are in a national contest competing for a
year's worth of tuition and a paid internship with Coca
Cola. They are competing against 24 teams from across
Canada but for Round 1 it's all about UBC... The three
UBC teams will become two based on money raised,

Join our facebook
page UBC CREATE
- NESTEA The Recruit, Like the page
and add one interesting picture or
post.
On Thursday November 4th text
KIDS2 to 45678
as many times as
your heart will allow.

Thank you!!

By Ed Robinson, Tweeds Resident
How to talk to a British Person for the first time...







Firstly, it will never get old as to how 'cool' our accents are, so keep saying it!
Don't tell us you've been to London when you were
5 years old (we know Buckingham Palace is cool,
and no, I haven't seen the Tower of London).
Frankly, I went to Abu Dhabi when I was younger,
but I don't tell you because it's irrelevant.
Never call us 'English' straight away. Always start
with British and then go from there. What's the difference you ask? Never say that either. The UK (aka
'Great Britain') is an amalgamation of England,
Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland, but we don't
get along so well.
Tony Blair is not the Prime Minister (save yourself a
conversation killer and don't use the word
'President', this isn't some high school council); Blair
has been out of power for three and a half years.
We've had two different PMs since then - shocking,
I know (let's face it, you only knew of Blair because
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he hung around for ages, and he had a killer pair of ears,
probably stolen from 'Dumbo').
That brings me on to what you CAN talk about. Sports
would be a good topic, but if I have to hear the word
'soccer' in my own country...let's just say even more teeth
might be lost. Also, you probably don't know or understand Cricket, ruining any real chances of debate on the
topic, so maybe don't try to bring it up - it's nothing like
baseball!. Stick to the obvious.
So beware of 'The Brit'. We are a strange, often violent
species. But get things right, and there are lot of free
beers coming your way. The best thing about a Brit? No,
not the accent. Simply that we strongly believe that a
good time is more important than money.
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Goodbye Yellow Brick
Road

By Haitham Haidar, Tec Advisor

there but that they should hinder neither my personal
development nor my take on life. It is in my personal belief that someone out there in this world has something in
store for me; something stronger than my mind can perceive has something set for my future. Knowing that, I
feel like I have the ability to change who I am today and
work for a better tomorrow; what is in store for me for
later is only a reflection of what I do today.

I have just experienced something tragic: one of
my friends passed away on the morning of the 19th of
October as he was walking to school with his sister. He
So as an advisor, a student, and a fellow human
was crossing the road and a speeding car hit him but
missed his sister. He was 17 and was proclaimed dead an being, I ask you to close your eyes, breathe, and realize
that you have been blessed with the gift of being able to
hour after the accident happened. As a student and a
make a decision right at this very moment.
human being, this event really shocked me to my core.
Not only did I walk to class every day but I also knew this
person and predicted many years of success to come for
him.
Death is a natural phenomenon but it still affects
our daily lives. I am not one to fret or stress on things,
but I just wanted people to know that as of the 17th, I
feel the need to live my life to the fullest. I need to realize that I may experience a few minor setbacks here and

I would like this article to be
dedicated to Talal Kassem
(1993-2010). May he rest in
peace.

Loneliness calls for unification.
By Cj Phan, Okanagan Resident
on a midterm is nothing that hasn‘t happened before.
The anxiety and inexplicable pains that seem to
haunt the deepest crevices of one‘s mind upon pondering
Don‘t fret. Let go of your fears, and just breathe.
about one‘s intelligence is a common reoccurrence in 1 st
The cure for insecurity is to not
year university. Have you ever
let it overshadow your
sat beside a group of highly
strengths. You are here at UBC
knowledgeable students in a
because of how you performed
lecture and happen to be
in secondary school: you exeavesdropping on their topics
celled (or ‗SullBhited‘ through
of interest? Such topics may
it). Don‘t lose hope for a better
include the structures of
tomorrow, and don‘t be lazy.
―octagon-drilled truncated cuThere are going to be many
boctahedron‖ or perhaps their
sleepless nights and sacrifices
proudest moments in life inbut nothing ever worth having
volving a math proof. The feelcame for free.
ing of uncertainty suddenly
arises from deep within yourself
For those who are adapting well
as you hear them go on and on. You begin to question
to
the
new
environment
and
performing well, you have
your intelligence and wonder if UBC is the right place for
an
admirer.
For
those
who
are
struggling and trying to
you.
find your identity rather than just being a 8 digit number,
I hope this article inspires a spark of light in the darkness.
The reality of the situation is that you are just like most
After all, in life, aren‘t we all just like a red rose in a garof the first year students. The sensation of being lost
and the acrid taste of failure for the first time in your life den of red roses trying to be redder?
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By Kelli Armstong, Mawdsley Advisor

There will always be good days and bad days, but hopefully the good will outweigh the bad. Whether you are
"So I was walking between Chemistry and David Lam on a
new to Vancouver, UBC, Place Vanier, or you are not new
busy morning one day, super tired and with blurry vision
at all, I sincerely hope that you have already had more
(since my trial pair of contact lenses were not working
good experiences than you can keep track of, and enough that well). I'm going towards a guy who is walking a black
laughs to make a laughter yoga team proud. I know I
dog so I, as an animal lover, naturally reach down to pet
sure have (and would be happy to share them and relive
it. Upon closer inspection (and focusing vision), I realize
the laughs with anyone interested), but for now, here are
that it is not, in fact, a dog, but actually a black wheelie
some ―knee slapper‖ moments than have come from
backpack. But at that point it is too late for me to stop
some of your fellow ―Van-yay‖ residents:
and I shoot up, only to meet the guy's confused face with
an expression like, "why are you touching my back―I was in my 8am lecture, and I went to respond to a text, pack...?". It was too early and I was too confused to think
realizing shortly after, that I was texting with my graphing of something witty like pretending I was tying my shoe so
calculator‖ – Rene (Mackenzie)
I just book it as fast as I can back to Vanier and hope that
I don't see the dude again". - Fatemeh (Tweedsmuir)
―Hmmm I don‘t think I want to have sex with my advisor‖
– Male resident reading a ―Sex With Your Advisor‖ event
poster
Humor has been clinically proven to relax muscles, lower blood pressure, send more blood to your sys―I was sitting in a meeting and all of a sudden my ving
tems, increase endorphin release (enhances sense of wellcard snapped in half. Being new to residence and not
being), and also make you more socially attractive (people
really knowing what the ving card was called, I exclaimed: like to be around individuals who are happy and laughI just broke my V-card!‖ – Frankie (Tec house)
ing). Furthermore, laughter stimulates the immune system
and offsets the effects of stress. So here‘s my challenge
―If you ignore the bushy part and just eat the long hard to YOU: make it a priority to laugh and make others laugh
part, its really tasty‖ – Female resident in Vanier Dining at least once everyday. Start….now!
Hall (I later found out she was talking about broccoli)
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PARTICLE PHYSICS
GIVES ME A HADRON

By Stacy Bonin, 6th KU Advisor
Yeah baby, yeah! Read on to learn a few interesting facts
about the Large Hadron Collider, the most powerful particle
accelerator ever built!
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) lives 100 metres
underground beneath Switzerland and France, and measures 27 kilometres in length. To get a perspective on how
big this is: when you look out from the Rose Garden to Bowen Island, this distance is only about one-third the length
of the LHC.

A Place Vanier
Limerick
Fran Roberts

Apart from being super cool, the LHC is also literally
super cool. Ten thousand tonnes of liquid nitrogen and
ninety tons of liquid helium are used to cool the LHC to 1.9K
(-271 °C), a process that takes a few weeks.
The Large Hadron Collider cost 6.4 billion USD to
create, and another 2.3 billion USD for extras like detectors
and computing space. On top of that, the energy required to
run the LHC will cost 3 million USD per year.
Interestingly enough, the LHC cannot be used when
the moon is full. The reason for this is that the Earth‘s crust
is affected by the moon, just like the tides in our oceans.
When the moon is full, the crust raises about 25 cm. Although this causes the LHC to change minutely in size, it
has huge effects on the infinitesimally small particles being
collided.
Now that you know about how epic the Large Hadron Collider is, I‘m sure you want to become a particle
physicist. At least I do. But here‘s the next best thing! You
CAN be a part of the research! The LHC@home project lets
you contribute idle time on your computer to help with calculations. To find out more, visit lhcathome.cern.ch!

There‘s a wonderful rez named Place Vanier
Where Frisbee and foosball you can play
Or revise in the café
Get stressed over math
And shout proudly, ‗Van-What? Van-Yay!‘

SUDOKU

COMICS
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Vancouver Music Scene Snapshot
Check out these awesome bands that call this city home!

By Nolan Sage, 3rd KU Advisor
Said the Whale - http://www.myspace.com/saidthewhale
This indie/sometimes acoustic band is a UBC favourite, performing here often for free (for example: last years Olympic Torch
Relay). Said the Whale‘s ―youthful charm, optimism, and energy‖ will surely brighten up your day. Check out ―Camilo (The
Magician)‖.
Japandroids- http://japandroids.com/
How do you describe Japandroids? This two-piece is fast-paced,
with heavily distorted guitar, and not-what-you-would-call-thebest vocals. But with their indisputably driving energy and catchy choruses, you can‘t go wrong with these
guys. Check out ―Wet Hair‖.
Oh No! Yoko – http://www.myspace.com/ohnoyokorules
Hailing from my hometown of Abbotsford and, in fact, my high school, these three 17-year olds make up
one of my personal favourite bands. Their insanely catchy songs are incredibly polished in production and
showcase a wide range of style. With recent concerts with Said the Whale and an article in CITR‘s Discorder, these guys have what it takes to make it big. Check out ―90s Kids‖ and ―Courtyard Bankrupt‖.
Teen Daze - http://www.myspace.com/teendaze
Also from Abbotsford, this chillwave artist has already made a name for himself on Pitchfork and is constantly cranking out new remixes. With his trademark filtered vocals and dreamy synths, Teen Daze is Vancouver‘s answer to the chillwavephenom. Check out his remix of ONY‘s ―90‘s Kids‖.
Stefana Fratila - http://www.myspace.com/stefanafratila
A UBC student and a talented member of the UBC Improv Team, Stefana Fratila‘s heartfelt, sincere folk music showcases her unique voice and eclectic style. She plays every instrument in her songs and records
them in her bedroom all by herself. Check out ―Vista Voyager‖ with its sweet ukulele!

*In no way does this list represent the Vancouver music scene, nor does it represent the variety of genres within
the scene itself. It‘s mostly just a list of bands that I consider, in my humble opinion, excellent.
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HOROSCOPES
By Jayne Spooner, 6th Tec Advisor

Aries (Mar. 21- Apr. 20): Don‘t get too caught up in
the small things this month. Relax a little about those
midterms; being a stress ball doesn‘t solve anything. Pick
up a new hobby or activity to distract yourself from any
worries. Remember the world is beautiful, no matter how
stressful it can sometimes seem.
Taurus (Apr 20 - May 20): Take a few extra calculated
risks this month. Usually good risks pay off in the long
run and you always learn more from new experiences
than ones you‘ve encountered before.
Gemini (May 21 - June
20): Do your best to take every
opportunity that comes rolling
your way! Every day has a different possible path for your
future; make sure you explore
as many of these as possible!

Scorpio (Oct. 24 - Nov. 22): Make
your move now: that cutie you've
been eyeing across the dining hall,
that thing you've always wanted to
try, that place you've always wanted
to go. Do something the normal you
wouldn't usually do!
Sagittarius (Nov. 23 -Dec. 21): Reach out to someone
this month, but you shouldn't expect them to reach back.
Your energy is best spent finding compromises and ensuring that the process is fair for
all.

Cancer (June 21 - July
22): Really make sure to appreciate your family and friends this
month. Everyone has a few of
those key people in their lives that have always been
there and will always do their best to help you succeed.
They need some recognition from time to time; make
sure they know how much you love and appreciate
them.
Leo (July 23-Aug 22): If you feel you can handle the
worst possible outcome of a situation, go for it! People
forget that the worst case scenario is highly improbable,
and that every risk is what you make of it. Sail uncharted
waters!
Virgo (Aug. 23 -Sept.
23): That thing you've
been putting off forever?
Do it. You'll feel so much
better to get it off your
back and it'll make your
life easier down the
road.

Libra (Sept. 24 -Oct. 23): Be careful making decisions this month.
Weigh all options carefully and then
choose the one that best fits you.
Don't be too impulsive.

Capricorn (Dec 22 -Jan
19): Keep a nice equal balance
this month in life. Kick butt on a
few midterms, have a night out
with friends, spend time with
family. Everything in moderation
equals a happy month.
Aquarius (Jan 20 -Feb
18): Don't let the drama get you
down! Rise above pettiness and be the bigger person;
gossip doesn't help anyone in the long run.
Pisces (Feb 19 - March
20): Yea, you screwed up. But
pick yourself up and keep going. Sure it sucks at the time,
but life goes on, and 10 years
from now your problems now
won't matter. Power through!
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Random Facts About Nothing
By Ricky Tsang

If you have 3 quarters, 4 dimes, and 4 pennies, you have $1.19. You also have
the largest amount of money in coins without being able to make change for
a dollar.
The 57 on the Heinz ketchup bottle represents the number of pickle varieties the company once had.
You burn more calories sleeping than you do watching TV.
The elephant is the only animal with 4 knees.
The African cicada fly spends 17 years sleeping, then wakes up for two
weeks, mates and proceeds to die.
Charlie Chaplin once won third prize in a Charlie Chaplin look-alike contest.
Chewing gum while peeling onions will reduce your tears.
If you put a raisin in a fresh glass of champagne, it will rise and fall continuously.
2,520 can be divided by 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 without having a fractional leftover.
Hershey's Kisses are called that because the machine that makes them
looks like it’s kissing the conveyor belt.
Honeybees never sleep.
All US Presidents have worn glasses. Some just didn't like being seen wearing them in public.
Honey is the only food that does not spoil. Honey found in the tombs of Egyptian pharaohs has been tasted by archaeologists and found edible.
Mosquito repellents don't repel. They hide you. The spray blocks the mosquito's sensors so they don't know you’re there.

